
BRITTANY CLUB OF GREAT BRITAIN 
Saturday 26th September 2015  

 

“The Brittany at work and play” 
This day celebrates the working potential of the Brittany and showcases, 

through our tests and competitions, different disciplines in which the 

breed excels. It also provides opportunities for owners to try their, and 

their dogs, skills under the guidance of experienced breed enthusiasts. 

You are invited to enter your dog in any of the following events: 

 

TAN or Test des Aptitudes Naturels  
 
This is our flagship event of Le Weekend in which your dog, which may 

have had no previous training, is assessed on its natural ability in Hunting 

and Pointing, and also on its response to its handler’s commands. The dog 

is sent out to hunt in a field where caged birds have been hidden. The judge 

will note its desire to hunt and to cover the area, along with its instinctive 

use of the wind. Most Brittanys will acknowledge or point the birds, even 

youngsters which have never been in contact with game. This is a very 

relaxed and informal assessment of the dog’s ability and is another way 

to enjoy our chosen breed. It is not a formal test of a trained gundog, merely 

an assessment of what our Brittanys’ instincts should be! You preferably 

need to be able to recall your dog. That’s all there is to it! 

 
All dogs taking part will be assessed. Dogs who have not passed their TAN 

in previous years will receive a certificate of attendance and those which, in 

the assessor’s opinion, gain a pass will receive a Diploma of Merit. The 
Stan Smith Memorial Trophy for Best TAN on the day will be presented 

by the Judge. 

 

************************************************************* 

REEP or Deep Water Retrieve 
  

This is another working exercise, where dogs are asked to retrieve a canvas 

dummy from water that requires them to swim. Achieving this earns your 

dog a Diploma of Merit as it requires enthusiasm and obedience to 

complete. More experienced dogs can try a higher degree of difficulty, 

where the dog is sent across a wider expanse of water for an unseen 

dummy. Bring dog (and human!) towels. 

 

There will be an on-going retrieve challenge throughout the afternoon, where 

increasingly tricky problem are set for dogs and handlers to overcome. 

Watching these will give novices some targets to achieve for next year!  See 

Regional Team Challenge below: 

But the day is not just about competing, in fact this is a small part of our 

activities. It is also an opportunity to get tuition in obedience, general 

behavioural, agility and retrieving from our experienced trainers. We also 

have a number of other events going on throughout the day. Depending 

on the number of ‘helpers’ available we hope to run the following 

sessions at least once in the day: 

- Obedience: from over-coming behavioural problems, through teaching 

basic commands to advice on developing a deeper interest through the 

Kennel Club Good Citizen Scheme and Obedience Clubs.  

- Agility: an excellent outlet for the Brittanys’ energy and an ideal way of 

giving the urban Brittany an explosive burst of high-intensity exercise. 

- A Timed Stay competition with a trophy for the longest stay. 

- A sprint over about 50 yards to find the quickest dog. 

- Demonstration of how to exercise a Brittany from a cycle! 

 

  ************************************************************************* 

 

REGIONAL TEAM CHALLENGE 
The Brittany Club of Great Britain is divided into four Regions. As we 

know where you all come from we can identify the best four dogs from 

each Region, in the TAN and the Retrieve competitions.  The combined 

totals of these eight scores (one dog may score for its team in both 

contests) will determine which Region has bragging rights for twelve 

months.  

 

*********************************************************** 

 

INDOORS  

In the show hall we will have a Grooming Demonstration from Gill Tully 

with Show Ring Presentation. New exhibitors, who are showing at Le 

Weekend for the first time, will benefit from this and, for a small charge,  

get help to prepare for the show on Sunday!   

 

 

We will also have the usual raffle – all donations welcome  

       Anyone who is willing to help should contact Steve Wright (01789 772413).   

. 

 
  



The Brittany Club of Great Britain would like to thank the management of 

Riseholme College for their help in hosting Le Weekend. This is the first time 

they have welcomed a dog event to Riseholme and we ask all exhibitors, 

spectators and competitors to respect the venue and help keep it clean and tidy. 

  

Dogs are welcome but should not be taken into the restaurant. Unless being 

worked all dogs must be kept on a lead, and dogs are to be crated or caged if left 

in your bedroom. Please pick up your dog’s poo and place it in the rubbish bags 

provided. 

 

CHAMPIONSHIP SHOW 

Sunday 27th September 2015 
 

JUDGE:  Di Arrowsmith (Fleetapple) 

 
Full schedule of classes with Challenge Certificates for Best 

Dog and Best Bitch 

Prize money of £5, £3 & £2 for 1st, 2nd & 3rd in each class 

Additional Prize money of £10 for Best Puppy, Best Veteran, 

and Reserve Best in Show, Best in Show to receive £75 

Rosettes available from the Ring Steward on request. 

 

  

There will also be 3 ‘SpecialClasses’ 
 

JUDGE:  Chris Bexon (Oldfield) 

 

************************************************ 
 

 

 (Forms are enclosed for the Saturday events, Accommodation, 

and meal bookings) 

 

Details of on-site facilities are also enclosed.. 

 

 

 

WE INVITE ALL BRITTANY ENTHUSIASTS TO 

OUR ANNUAL BRITTANY 

“Le WEEKEND” 
Saturday 26th and Sunday 27th September 2015 

 

 

RISEHOLME COLLEGE, LINCOLN 
www.bishopburton.ac.uk/riseholmecollege 

 

 


